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Extended Abstract
The growing use of mobile devices and the worldwide increase in Internet access have enabled
us to share various types of information and to discuss it with other readers. However, it also
seems to have become a hotbed of fake news with potentially negative influences on society. In
this study, we investigate the question of how fake news spreads on Twitter. The question has
practical implications for fake news detection and mitigation. Previous studies mainly focused
on the path taken by fake news items as they spread on social networks [1], which clarified
the structural aspects of the spread. However, little is known about the temporal or dynamic
aspects of how fake news spreads online. Here, we propose a novel mathematical model that
describes the spreading of fake news [2].

The proposed model is based on the following two assumptions (Fig. 1):

• Users do not know the falsity of a news item in the early stage, and the fake news spreads
as an ordinary news story.

• Users then recognize the falsity of the news item around a correction time tc. The infor-
mation that the original news is fake spreads as another news story.

We formulate this assumption by extending the Time-Dependent Hawkes process (TiDeH) [3],
a state-of-the-art model for predicting re-sharing dynamics on Twitter. The instantaneous rate
of tweets or retweets triggered by a piece of fake news at time t represents λ (t) = λ1(t)+λ2(t),
where the first term λ1(t) represents the rate of the cascade caused by the original news item
and the second term λ2(t) represents the cascade induced by the correction.

Datasets of the spread of fake news based on retweets of the original news post are publicly
available [4]. However, the information sharing of fake news can be complex rather than a
simple retweet. Thus, we manually compiled two datasets of fake news items from Twitter:
1) Recent Fake News dataset in 2019 and 2) the 2011 Tohoku earthquake dataset. Fake news
items were identified using two fact-checking sites (Politifact.com and Snopes.com) and a fake
news verification article. We validate the proposed model using the two datasets. Experimental
result of predicting the spread of fake news shows that the proposed model is superior to the
current state-of-the-art methods for the both datasets. Moreover, we demonstrate that our model
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed model. We propose a model that describes how posts
or re-shares that are related to a fake news item spread on social media (Fake news tweets).
Blue circles represent the time stamp of the tweets. The proposed model assumes that the
information spread is described as a two-stage process. Initially, a fake news item spreads as a
novel news story (1st stage). After a correction time tc, Twitter users recognize the falsity of the
news item. Then, the information that the original news item is false spreads as another news
story (2nd stage). The posting activity related to the fake news λ (t) (right: black) is given by
the summation of the activity of the two stages (left: magenta and green).

appropriately infers the correction time, i.e., the moment when Twitter users start realizing the
falsity of the news item.

Summarizing above, we have proposed a two-stage process model for describing the spread-
ing of fake news on Twitter. The proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for
accurately predicting the spread of fake news items and was able to infer the correction time of
the news story. The result implies that the change in the perception of the content can be a po-
tential driver for the cascade recurrence. Our model contributes to understanding the dynamics
of the spread of fake news on social media. Its ability to extract a compact representation of
the spreading pattern could be useful in the detection and mitigation of fake news.
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